Sponsorship

Record sales of DX Triple Pass Snack Food Dryers

We are proud sponsors of the Peterborough Lions RUFC who’s First XV Team play in the National 3 Midlands
league.

We have been extremely busy supplying Planet Triple Pass Dryers to manufacturers all across the globe, since the last issue
of our newsletter in summer 2014 we have sold and installed nine machines and at the time of writing are manufacturing a
further 3 units for 2016 deliveries to both existing and new customers. Deliveries were to the following countries.

The club was formed in 1944 by workers of Baker Perkins, the name was changed to Peterborough
Lions in 2005 and the team played in a number of locations before settling at their current home at
Bretton Park where a warm welcome is extended to all.

•
•
•

Australia
Egypt
Turkey

•
•
•

Ireland
India x 2
Lebanon

• Scotland
• UK

We wish them well for the 2016 -17 season.

New Staff
To cope with the increasing demands of the business we have strengthened our team with the following appointments.
Daryl Collins – Design Engineer/Draughtsman
Daryl has joined us as Design Draughtsman, he comes with a solid fabrication
and food machinery design background. He has spent time working on 3D
CAD modelling systems and has hit the ground running working with our
manufacturers.

Doug Harvey – Applications/Sales support Manager
Doug has brought a wealth of experience and knowledge with him having worked
in the industry for a number of companies and with a variety of roles. As a Sales
Manager with applications responsibility Doug can evaluate and establish our
customers varied requirements which has paid dividends to the order intake.

Ross Vinten – Projects Manager
Ross has recently joined Planet Dryers as Projects Manager. With a B.Eng (Hons)
mechanical engineering degree. Ross brings an in depth knowledge of gas
burner systems, emissions and energy transfer and he has worked in our key
target industries.

These machines ranged in capacity and included 1200kg/
hr, 1000kg/hr and 500kg/hr of DX extruded product, a
range of options were included in these contracts. One
of the units was for caramel and chocolate coated rice
cakes and included a band washing system, the latest of a
number of these units supplied by Planet Dryers for this
type of product.

We have added a higher capacity three pass Dryer to
the range to suit the expanding needs of manufacturers
and have carried on with our continuous improvement
and value engineering exercise bringing a host of
improvements which have been included as standard
features or available as options. For full details please
contact us and we will be delighted to explain how they
will reduce running costs improve access for cleaning and
be easier to maintain giving a new higher level of ease of
ownership.

Forthcoming exhibitions include Interpack and Snackex both taking
place during 2017. Our stands details will be as follows; -

We have worked with a number of key customers in the design and manufacture of equipment outside our normal remit
ensuring our engineering standards and hygienic design experience are applied. These have included a big bag handling
system, vibratory conveyor and transfer units incorporating rotating drums and pneumatic rakes for cereal products,
fluidiser cooler for high capacity free flowing products and batch frying systems. Contact us for further information on the
areas we can help.

We will be delighted to welcome customers both old
and new to discuss the latest developments and
machinery available from The Planet Group.
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It has been a very busy period for Planet Dryers and there
is a lot to report since issue 7 of the Planet Dryers Circular
update. We have created a ‘Planet Group’ of companies,
hence the change in the name of this newsletter, and
acquired Planet Flowline Ltd as a welcomed addition to
the Group. By mutual agreement the Torbed licence has
been returned to Torftec/Mortimer Holdings as we have
expanded our own range of equipment into other areas of
Hot Air Processing.

In 2015 we celebrated 30 years of ‘Planet’ Triple Pass
dryers being produced, with this history and long
established machinery range we have a vast experience
of snack food drying with in excess of 200 units being
supplied over the years.

Our continued growth has resulted in the need to appoint
new members of staff to cope with the increased number
of orders.

We were delighted to supply a large peanut roasting
machine to the UK arm of a multinational brand leader to
produce in excess of 2500kg/hr of Dry Roasted peanuts. This
is the second Planet roaster in production in this factory, the
other being for a variety of salted nuts such as pistachios.

Special Project Machinery

Interpack is by far our busiest show and attracts customers globally.
This show will be the 4th time we have had a stand in our 10th year
of trading as Planet Dryers.

Welcome...

Nut Roast Cooler

Exhibitions 2017

Snackex. Stand 213. Wien Messe, Vienna, Austria.
www.snackex.com
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In most cases we also supplied elevators, conveyors and
vibratory feed conveyors to go with the Dryers. We also
manufacture a variety of flavour coating systems, cooling
conveyors and post extruder cutters.

Triple pass dryer installation

Interpack. Hall 4. Stand C49. Messe Centre Dusseldorf, Germany.
www.interpack.com

Planet Group Circular

The unit has a variety of enhanced features to handle the
product which includes grade 316 electro polished conveyor
slats, conveyor washing system, and full PLC controls. A
Ramshorn spreader is used to evenly distribute the product
which is deposited to the infeed section via an elevator after
coating.
The machine has a 2.4m effective width conveyor and
consists of an infeed section, 4 roasting sections with
upwards and downwards airflow, an ambient air cooler and
discharge section.
A “clean in place” system is included with spray nozzles
through each of the heating, cooling and transfer sections,

Similar machine during manufacture

this is to allow cleaning of the whole machine at the end
of production runs, drains in the fully welded floor were
positioned to take the wash down water away via a common
drain pipe system to a single drain outlet.

Announcement
A three-year legal dispute was recently concluded and Planet Dryers are extremely pleased to make the following
public announcement :
Planet Dryers – Part of the Planet Group
Planet House, Minerva Business Park, Lynch Wood, Peterborough PE2 6FT
www.planetdryers.co.uk
01733 232232

‘Planet Dryers Ltd has settled its High Court claim against Dodman Ltd, Timothy Skerritt and Anthony Skerritt
(claim No HC -2014-000563) on confidential terms. The parties agree that Planet Dryers Ltd own the Intellectual
Property Rights in the Planet Dryers range of machinery including the Triple Pass Dryer’
We will remain vigilant in respect of any misuse of our confidential information and intellectual property.
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Greenfield RTE Breakfast Cereal Factory
Planet Dryers equipment has been supplied to an Indian arm of a global RTE cereal manufacturing company.
Seven separate machines formed the contract for both traditionally cooked and extruded coated cereals.

6 Coated Product Dryers x 2

5 DX Base Dryer
This Dryer is used to pre-dry extruded products prior to
coating. This unit consists of a feed section, 3 drying sections
with both upward and downward airflows, an ambient
cooler and discharge section. The capacity of the machine is
for a maximum of 2650kg/hr at an initial moisture of
12% to a final moisture of 3% prior to coating.

The equipment is as follows; -

3 AIRFlow Impingement Toaster
Our ‘AIRFlow’ Impingement Toasters comprise
of two independently heated air sections
which direct heated air onto a bed of product
from plenum chambers through circular
tubes. The air is then drawn back up the sides
of the chamber through internal ducts to, in
this case, cyclones to remove airborne dust
particles. A proportion of the air is exhausted
to remove humidity and combustion
products, the clean air is then returned to
the Toaster’s combustion chambers and re
circulated by the process fans. The product
is transferred through the Toaster via a
vibratory conveyor unit. The AIRFlow receives
flaked products such as, in this case, wheat
and corn products and dries/toasts it from
16% moisture to a final 3%. This unit is rated
to 2,300kg/hr.

6
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2 2nd Stage Grits Dryer and Tempering

4

Product is transferred either from the 1st stage dryer
or from additional processing into this three pass dual
plenum dryer which is designed to include a feed section,
two drying zones with upward and downward airflows,
transfer sections with picking devices and granulators,
and a tempering bin. The product enters the dryer with
a moisture content of 25% and is dried to a moisture
content of 16% prior to entering the tempering bin which is
designed to hold the product for a time period sufficient to
allow the product moisture to equalise and stabilise within
the grain pieces, in the case of corn this is 60 mins. Pickers
and a granulator are used to separate the product into free
flowing particles in both the dryer and tempering bin, the
product is then ready for flaking.

3
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4 Cooler for Flaked Products

1 A
 pron Feeder and 1st Stage Grits
Dryer
The apron feeder is designed to take
cooked cereal grains from batch cookers
and handle them to create a continuous
flow for further drying and processing.
This unit was designed to take 1400 kg/hr
batches discharged over a 5 – 10 minute
period at 25 minute intervals, this gives a
feed rate of 3000 kg/hr. The apron feeder
has an internal drag back conveyor which
is used to meter and control the product
flow, pickers and granulators are used to
break down any lumps during drying in the
1st Stage Grits Dryer. The input moisture
in this initial drying section is typically
reduced from 32% to 26% at the exit for
further processing.
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Two coated product dryers were included, one dedicated
to extruded products and the other to ‘traditional’ flaked
products. These machines were both to the same design
and are three pass dual plenum machines comprising of
a feed section with rake spreader, 2 drying zones with
upward and downward airflow, transfer section and an
ambient and chilled air cooler. The product falls directly
from a flavour coating drum onto the infeed section
where it is evenly spread across the conveyor band by a
reciprocating rake spreader driven by a linear drive motor.
The dryers were fully seal welded and to a very high
hygienic standard incorporating band washing system,
sloping floors with drains and stand offs for component
mounting to allow cleaning. The capacity of these dryers
for corn flakes is 2,200kg/hr of base product with 1500kg/
hr of coating at 13% moisture to a final moisture content
of 2.5%, for extruded products the capacity is 2,400kg/hr
of base product with 1,650kg/hr of coating again at 13% to
a final moisture of 2.5%

1

The purpose of the Cooler is to take
flaked wheat and/or corn products at an
infeed rate of 2,300kg/hr with an input
temperature of 70 degC and reduce it to a
temperature of ambient plus 5 degC. The
unit has a slat conveyor band and consists
of a feed section, 8m long cooling section
and a discharge section. Ambient air is
drawn through the product via a filter to
ensure hygienic operation.
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We wish them well for the 2016 -17 season.

New Staff
To cope with the increasing demands of the business we have strengthened our team with the following appointments.
Daryl Collins – Design Engineer/Draughtsman
Daryl has joined us as Design Draughtsman, he comes with a solid fabrication
and food machinery design background. He has spent time working on 3D
CAD modelling systems and has hit the ground running working with our
manufacturers.

Doug Harvey – Applications/Sales support Manager
Doug has brought a wealth of experience and knowledge with him having worked
in the industry for a number of companies and with a variety of roles. As a Sales
Manager with applications responsibility Doug can evaluate and establish our
customers varied requirements which has paid dividends to the order intake.

Ross Vinten – Projects Manager
Ross has recently joined Planet Dryers as Projects Manager. With a B.Eng (Hons)
mechanical engineering degree. Ross brings an in depth knowledge of gas
burner systems, emissions and energy transfer and he has worked in our key
target industries.

These machines ranged in capacity and included 1200kg/
hr, 1000kg/hr and 500kg/hr of DX extruded product, a
range of options were included in these contracts. One
of the units was for caramel and chocolate coated rice
cakes and included a band washing system, the latest of a
number of these units supplied by Planet Dryers for this
type of product.

We have added a higher capacity three pass Dryer to
the range to suit the expanding needs of manufacturers
and have carried on with our continuous improvement
and value engineering exercise bringing a host of
improvements which have been included as standard
features or available as options. For full details please
contact us and we will be delighted to explain how they
will reduce running costs improve access for cleaning and
be easier to maintain giving a new higher level of ease of
ownership.

Forthcoming exhibitions include Interpack and Snackex both taking
place during 2017. Our stands details will be as follows; -

We have worked with a number of key customers in the design and manufacture of equipment outside our normal remit
ensuring our engineering standards and hygienic design experience are applied. These have included a big bag handling
system, vibratory conveyor and transfer units incorporating rotating drums and pneumatic rakes for cereal products,
fluidiser cooler for high capacity free flowing products and batch frying systems. Contact us for further information on the
areas we can help.

We will be delighted to welcome customers both old
and new to discuss the latest developments and
machinery available from The Planet Group.
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is a lot to report since issue 7 of the Planet Dryers Circular
update. We have created a ‘Planet Group’ of companies,
hence the change in the name of this newsletter, and
acquired Planet Flowline Ltd as a welcomed addition to
the Group. By mutual agreement the Torbed licence has
been returned to Torftec/Mortimer Holdings as we have
expanded our own range of equipment into other areas of
Hot Air Processing.

In 2015 we celebrated 30 years of ‘Planet’ Triple Pass
dryers being produced, with this history and long
established machinery range we have a vast experience
of snack food drying with in excess of 200 units being
supplied over the years.

Our continued growth has resulted in the need to appoint
new members of staff to cope with the increased number
of orders.

We were delighted to supply a large peanut roasting
machine to the UK arm of a multinational brand leader to
produce in excess of 2500kg/hr of Dry Roasted peanuts. This
is the second Planet roaster in production in this factory, the
other being for a variety of salted nuts such as pistachios.

Special Project Machinery

Interpack is by far our busiest show and attracts customers globally.
This show will be the 4th time we have had a stand in our 10th year
of trading as Planet Dryers.
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In most cases we also supplied elevators, conveyors and
vibratory feed conveyors to go with the Dryers. We also
manufacture a variety of flavour coating systems, cooling
conveyors and post extruder cutters.

Triple pass dryer installation

Interpack. Hall 4. Stand C49. Messe Centre Dusseldorf, Germany.
www.interpack.com
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The unit has a variety of enhanced features to handle the
product which includes grade 316 electro polished conveyor
slats, conveyor washing system, and full PLC controls. A
Ramshorn spreader is used to evenly distribute the product
which is deposited to the infeed section via an elevator after
coating.
The machine has a 2.4m effective width conveyor and
consists of an infeed section, 4 roasting sections with
upwards and downwards airflow, an ambient air cooler and
discharge section.
A “clean in place” system is included with spray nozzles
through each of the heating, cooling and transfer sections,

Similar machine during manufacture

this is to allow cleaning of the whole machine at the end
of production runs, drains in the fully welded floor were
positioned to take the wash down water away via a common
drain pipe system to a single drain outlet.

Announcement
A three-year legal dispute was recently concluded and Planet Dryers are extremely pleased to make the following
public announcement :
Planet Dryers – Part of the Planet Group
Planet House, Minerva Business Park, Lynch Wood, Peterborough PE2 6FT
www.planetdryers.co.uk
01733 232232

‘Planet Dryers Ltd has settled its High Court claim against Dodman Ltd, Timothy Skerritt and Anthony Skerritt
(claim No HC -2014-000563) on confidential terms. The parties agree that Planet Dryers Ltd own the Intellectual
Property Rights in the Planet Dryers range of machinery including the Triple Pass Dryer’
We will remain vigilant in respect of any misuse of our confidential information and intellectual property.
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